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Facts &  
Findings

 › Targeted campaigns by adversarial nation state 
actors led to the evolution of cyber defense postures 
– their orientation ranges from more defensive to 
more offensive.

 › Japan‘s defensively orientated approach focuses on 
hardening Japanese IT systems and increasing their 
resilience; the Dutch cyber defense posture is geared 
toward counter-intelligence efforts both at home and 
abroad to spoil adversarial campaigns; by conducting 
operations in adversarial networks the US strategy 
of persistent engagement proactively seeks to create 

friction within adversarial operations. Common to the 
three approaches is that the tasks of the military and 
(civilian) intelligence agencies overlap – the trend is 
toward organizational integration and joint operations.

 › Currently none of the considered countries has found 
an effective and coherent approach to address all 
state sponsored malicious cyber activities yet. There-
fore, continuous experimentation and a willingness 
to adapt and learn remains key to better defend the 
homeland in cyberspace.
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Background

Over the past decade, the question as to how a military is supposed to defend the nation in 
and through cyberspace during times of peace, has sparked an evolution of cyber defense 
postures across the globe, in which intelligence agencies often play a crucial role. While 
common to all these postures is the protection of the military’s own networks and in some 
cases supporting mitigation efforts for serious incidents occurring in civilian networks – 
different geopolitical realities, risk perceptions, resource constraints, and other factors have 
created a diverse spectrum of increasingly diverging cyber defense postures. In light of the 
discussion on the alignment of cyber doctrines, i. e., whether it is necessary for states to pro-
actively seize the initiative in cyberspace, this brief uses the defense postures of Japan, the 
Netherlands, and the United States, to exemplify their contrasting evolutionary pathways. 
By outlining their core guidelines, organizational background and operational conduct, the 
comparison of these three countries illustrates the spectrum from more defensive to more 
offensive postures. Lessons learned might be drawn from these cases to adapt, replicate, or 
create entirely new postures to defend the nation in and through cyberspace.

The Japanese Posture: Resilience and Non-engagement

The Japanese military is the most cautious and defensively orientated of the three countries. 
Spurred by a series of events in 2010, including (a) the discovery of Stuxnet; i. e., the joint 
US-Israeli offensive cyber operation against Iran’s nuclear enrichment facilities; (b) height-
ened North Korean cyber activities against South Korean networks, and (c) the ramping up 
of Chinese cyber espionage efforts abroad, Tokyo decided to implement a wide-range of 
policies to build a resilient national cybersecurity posture at home.1 While to date, Japan has 
not experienced any destructive cyberattacks against its critical infrastructure sectors, all 
of its major economic sectors have fallen victim to adversarial cyber espionage campaigns. 
Notably, in 2018, North Korean operatives also likely breached Japanese crypto-exchange 
Coincheck, stealing roughly $530 million USD.2

On the offensive end, two elements inhibit Japan’s cyber defense posture. On the one hand, 
Japan’s intelligence community is still largely looking inward and lacks a strong mandate for 
foreign intelligence collection and espionage activities overseas. As a result, the Japanese 
National Police Agency is currently the most capable intelligence agency – focusing primar-
ily on combating cybercrime, cyber terrorism, and cyber espionage. On the other hand, 
current governmental interpretations of Japan’s constitution – which under Article 9 “forever 
renounces war” and “the threat to use force as a means of settling international disputes” – 
only allows the application of force for the purpose of self-defense. Meaning, offensive cyber 
operations are only permissible to “block and eliminate” an ongoing adversarial operation 
that fulfills the legal criteria of an armed attack.

Focus on resilience
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To date, the Japanese Ministry of Defense (MoD) has not created a dedicated cyber command. 
Instead, a unit – known as the Cyber Defense Group – was stood up in 2013 with an envisioned 
500 personnel, whose task is to “fundamentally strengthen [the Japanese Self-Defense Forces 
(SDF)] cyber defense capabilities, including capability to disrupt, in the event of attack against 
Japan, opponent’s use of cyberspace for the attack as well as to conduct persistent monitoring 
of SDF’s information and communications networks.”3 In 2012 and 2019 the MoD outsourced 
the development of offensive capabilities for the SDF to the Japanese private sector.4 While 
the first developed “seek and destroy” malware was shelved for unknown reasons, the status 
of the second project is currently unknown.5 As of this writing, neither the SDF, nor any of the 
numerous Japanese intelligence agencies, have conducted any known offensive cyber opera-
tions, nor any known cyber espionage campaigns against adversarial targets overseas. Within 
East Asia, this puts Japan on equal footing with Mongolia.

Central to Japan’s cyber defense posture is the US-Japan military alliance. Under the 
umbrella of US-Japan Cyber Defense Cooperation, multiple US and Japanese security and 
defense agencies closely cooperate on cyber threat intelligence sharing, capacity building, 
and military training exercises. However, given the current inability of the SDF to offensively 
operate in cyberspace, all efforts are currently geared toward hardening Japanese IT systems 
and enabling the SDF’s computer emergency response teams to detect intrusions and reme-
diate incidents as quick as possible (i. e., resilience). In April 2019, Washington and Tokyo offi-
cially proclaimed that “a cyber-attack could, in certain circumstances, constitute an armed 
attack for the purposes of Article V of the Japan-U.S. Security Treaty.”6

The Dutch Posture: Intelligence Gathering and Counter-espionage

In 2009, the Dutch government embarked on a two-year long process to develop its first 
national cybersecurity strategy. In line with the strategy’s envisioned principles, the Ministry 
of Defense published a document in late-2010 titled “the Vision of the military’s cyber opera-
tions”.7 The document defines cyber operations as “operations or the defense against them, 
whereby a conscious effort is made to gather information and intelligence through infiltration 
of computers, computer networks, software and the Internet and to influence or disable sys-
tems in order to predict, influence or make impossible the actions of opponents.”8 The Military 
Intelligence and Security Service (MIVD) used the document to explore for the first time its 
role in cyber operations. The MIVD subsequently highlighted three cases in its annual report: 
Stuxnet, cyber espionage activities against NATO, as well as the coordinated Chinese Advanced 
Persistent Threat (APT) campaign against Google (Operation Aurora).9 With the Dutch military 
being legally constraint from using offensive cyber operations during peace time, the focus 
almost naturally concentrated on intelligence gathering and counter-espionage efforts to: (a) 
be better informed about the origins and motivations of a cyberattack (attribution), identifying 
adversarial campaigns in their early stages (early warning), and gaining insights into the techni-
cal capabilities of potential adversaries (threat landscape).10 

On the civilian end, the Dutch General Intelligence and Security Service (AIVD) within the Min-
istry of the Interior also started to move onto the topic of cyber espionage. Prior to 2010, all 
of the AIVD’s annual reports merely mention cyber in the context of tackling cybercrime. But 
amidst the write up of the national cyber strategy, the AIVD began to emphasize the service’s 
unique position to gain insights into cyber espionage, cyber terrorism, cyber extremism, and 
hacktivism.11 Notably, the AIVD played a central role in the context of Stuxnet. It recruited the 
Iranian engineer who (a) provided crucial data for the targeted development of Stuxnet, and 
(b) had access to Iran’s enrichment facility in Natanz to deploy Stuxnet onto the system using 
a USB flash drive.12
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In 2011, the AIVD and MIVD subsequently commenced a pilot project that in the summer 
of 2014 culminated in the creation of the Joint Signal intelligence Cyber Unit (JSCU). The 
JSCU’s purpose is to streamline the government’s intelligence gathering and processing 
activities, as well as to bundle resources and personnel between both intelligence services.13 
The JSCU gained notoriety in January 2018, when the Dutch media reported that back in mid-
2014, the JSCU successfully penetrated the computer network and security cameras of a build-
ing close to the Red Square in Moscow. At the time, Russia’s Foreign Intelligence Service (SVR) 
used the building as their cyber operation headquarter.14 According to de Volkskrant, the JSCU’s 
intelligence collection efforts identified at least ten SVR cyber operatives, provided crucial 
evidence on Russia’s interference in the 2016 US Presidential Election, and also forewarned 
the National Security Agency (NSA) of an SVR campaign against the networks of the US State 
Department.15

The MIVD was pushed into the public’s eye in October 2018, when the Dutch Ministry of 
Defense decided to hold a press conference on the successful disruption of a close hack-
ing operation against the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) 
six months prior.16 Through the interception of four Russian military intelligence (GRU) 
officers, the MIVD was able to secure equipment and forensic data that revealed future 
GRU targets and past cyber espionage operations.17 Among other items, the intelligence 
uncovered connected the GRU to the hack of the World Anti-Doping Agency and the US 
Anti-Doping Agency in 2016, and also crucially connected GRU officer Dimitry Badin to the 
2015 Bundestag hack.18

Apart from these efforts, the Dutch government established a Defense Cyber Command 
(DCC) back in June 2015. With an envisioned personnel of 200, the DCC serves as a capability 
incubator whose mission is to develop offensive cyber capabilities that can be leveraged as 
force multipliers on the military battlefield.19 Organizationally, the MIVD and JSCU substan-
tially support the DCC by feeding it intelligence necessary for its defensive mission and to 
develop targeted exploits against adversarial military systems and infrastructure. As of this 
writing neither the DCC nor the Dutch intelligence services have officially conducted any 
offensive cyber operations against adversarial targets abroad.

The US Posture:  
Targeted Offensive Operations and Persistent Engagement 

The United States has been the victim of adversarial cyber espionage campaigns since at 
least 2002.20 Notably, adversarial campaigns increased in the aftermath of Stuxnet, including 
the first destructive cyberattack against a US company in 2014 (Sand’s Hotel and Casino), the 
exfiltration of private information of 21.5 million former, current, and prospective govern-
ment employees in 2015 (OPM hack), and the interference in the US Presidential Election 
in 2016 (DNC hack). 21 By 2017, the Department of Defense’s (DoD) Defense Science Board 
soberly concluded that “the unfortunate reality is that, for at least the coming five to ten 
years, the offensive cyber capabilities of our most capable potential adversaries are likely to 
far exceed the United States’ ability to defend and adequately strengthen the resilience of its 
critical infrastructures.”22

Established in 2010, US Cyber Command (USCC) is the DoD’s unified combatant command in 
the cyber domain. Headquarter at Fort Meade and dual-hatted – meaning, the commander 
of USCC is also the director of the National Security Agency (NSA) – USCC oversees 12,000 
personnel, four service cyber components, and 133 Cyber Mission Force teams consisting of 
6,000 service members.23 Yet, despite its size and strength, USCC was unable to defend the 
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nation because the adversarial campaigns remained below the legal threshold of an armed 
attack. Responding to these inadequacies, USCC officially endorsed the strategy of persistent 
engagement (PE) in 2018.24 PE is based on the observation that deterrence and operational 
restrain in cyberspace are not a credible strategy, because cyberspace is an environment 
of constant contact. With targeted cyber operations in adversarial networks, PE therefore 
aims to operate globally, seamlessly, and continuously, to persistently create friction within 
adversarial operations.25 

To date, the tactical implementations of PE have been rather diffuse. On the one hand, tools 
include the deployment of hunt forward teams to NATO’s eastern periphery for intelligence 
collection purposes, and the public sharing of adversarial malware samples to burn adver-
sarial tooling.26 On the other hand, USCC pre-emptively ran an offensive cyber operation that 
temporarily took out the Internet Research Agency, a Kremlin-linked troll farm, in the run-up 
to the 2018 mid-term elections.27 And in 2020, USCC cooperated with Microsoft in an attempt 
to take down Trickbot – “one of the world’s most infamous botnets and prolific distributors of 
malware and ransomware” – to defend the 2020 US Presidential election and disrupt the wave 
of ransomware campaigns against US infrastructure amidst the Covid-19 pandemic.28 Accord-
ing to the commander of USCC, Gen. Nakasone, USCC “conducted more than two dozen oper-
ations to get ahead of foreign threats before they interfered with or influenced our elections in 
2020.”29 Despite, or rather, because of these limited efforts, the strategy of persistent engage-
ment has come under intense scrutiny for not having detected nor prevented the SVR’s supply 
chain attack against Solarwinds. 

It remains to be seen what lessons learned USCC will take away from this massive intelligence 
failure, and whether the Biden administration has the political appetite toward enhancing 
visibility in adversarial networks and accelerate persistent engagement toward truly operating 
globally, seamlessly, and continuously against adversarial operations wherever they maneuver.

Conclusion: Further Need of Experimentation and Adaptability

The three cyber defense postures outlined differ vastly from each other in both the 
resources dedicated and the outcomes produced. What the three approaches have in com-
mon is that the tasks of the military and (civilian) intelligence agencies in cyberspace overlap 
and the trend is toward organizational integration and joint operations.

The Japanese approach is largely shaped by its constitutional constraints and the absence of 
a large intelligence agency specifically dedicated to foreign intelligence collection. As such, 
Tokyo’s passiveness and focus on homeland defense in cyberspace, follows its defense pos-
ture in real space. To break with this conundrum, Japan’s overall defense strategy would likely 
have to change and overwrite its constitutional constraints. One pressure point that might 
facilitate such a change could be if the US loses confidence in Japan as a reliable ally, as Tokyo 
continues to fall victim to Chinese espionage campaigns and remains unable to develop and 
leverage offensive cyber capabilities to carry its share of the alliance’s burden in cyberspace.

In contrast to Japan, the Dutch defense posture is by design geared toward counter-in-
telligence efforts both at home and abroad to spoil adversarial campaigns. The primary 
objective of the MIVD and AIVD is to clear up intelligence blind spots and potentially open 
up new insights in adversarial activities. To some degree, one could argue, that the Dutch 
intelligence agencies actually practiced elements of persistent engagement by pure coin-
cidence when they breached the network at the SVR’s hideout at the Red Square. Some 
of the intelligence gathered is actionable to better defend the Netherlands, while other 
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pieces might be shared with allies if deemed relevant and appropriate. The problem with 
the Dutch approach is that DCC is largely left out of this loop and remains highly depen-
dent upon the MIVD’s intelligence sourcing. As such, it is unclear what the DCC is currently 
capable of, and whether it can reliably develop specific tooling against designated military 
targets ahead of time. At present DCCs capabilities, mandate, and size make it one of the 
smallest cyber commands in the world.

The US cyber defense posture is vastly more expansive than what the Dutch have been 
practicing. Conceptually, one might even argue that the aspiration of persistent engage-
ment will naturally veer toward adversarial containment and an even higher drumbeat of 
offensive cyber operations over time. To a large degree, geopolitical developments in real 
space and an increasing threat environment in cyberspace go hand in hand with shaping 
the US defense posture. As of this writing, there are no feasible strategic alternatives for the 
US that might replace persistent engagement. It even remains to be seen whether the US 
cyber defense posture will be replicated elsewhere. So far, the Japanese government has 
not voiced the slightest interest in discussing PE in any way shape or form. Similarly, in the 
Netherlands, PE is viewed as too resource intense and potentially escalatory to be adopted 
in the European context.

Time will tell which of the three defense postures is better equipped to handle an ever-chang-
ing threat landscape and can adequately balance risks and resources in the years ahead. While 
no cyber defense posture is perfect, continuous experimentation and a willingness to adapt 
and learn remains key to better defend the homeland in cyberspace.

Risk of escalation?
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